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Session 8: Comparison of prediction and performance of earth structures
Séance 8: Comparaison de Ia prediction et du comportement des structures en terre

Discussion Session BA: Prediction and performance
of earth and rockfill dams

EVELYNE SOUTO (Brasil), Chairman
PETAR ANAGNOSTI (Yugoslavia), Discussion Leader

G.POST & D.BONAZZI (presented by D.Bonazzi), J.BFlAUNS,
Invited speakers

Topics:
(al Critical Factors for Prediction of Stresses
Displacements and Pore Pressures
(bl Relationship between Performance Predictions
and Instrumentation Layout

BRIEF OUTLINE OF DISCUSSION

The discussion of the Session has been
initiated by presentation of the invited speaker
D.Bonazzi and followed by Messrs. A.Penman, E.
Matyas, J.Brauns and others. It appeared that
the cited topics were interconnected in such a
way that the discussion was performed simulta
neously, aiming to clarify the possibilities for
reliable forecast of stresses and displacements
and their subsequent measurements.

The discussion has been particularly focused
to the following:

(8) What would be the reasons for using most
sophisticated methods in modelling behaviour of
dam structures and their foundations, instead of
relativelly simple models, considering the
difficulties and uncertainties in measurements
of all required soil parameters for such analy
ses.

(b) Nhat are possibilities to verify exist
ing design methods, in computing stresses and
displacements either through the measurements on
the full scale structures or on the carefully
made models.

(c) How far may be results obtained by
simpler computing methods from those coming
after sophisticated procedures, in relation to

the observed - measured values on full scale
structures.

The exchange of experiences, was concentra
ted on the question of the applicability of
finite element analyses, seepage analyses,
stability i.e. limit equilibrium analyses and
their limitations having in view the variabili
ties in properties of foundation and construc
tion materials and difficulties in their deter
mination in previously performed testings.

Without the attempt to establish the unity
of opinions, the views were more inclined to
consider the simpler computing methods (but not
the most simple onesll as sufficiently reliable
ones, for obtaining the necessary confirmation
of the suitability of selected dimensions and
used materials. It was therefore found in the
most of the discussed cases, that it is not
advisable either to use very sophisticated or to
rely upon simplest computing procedures. The
proper balance between available informations,
experience with used analyses and significance
of the derived figures for stresses, displace
ments etc., is to be considered as important
prerequisite for relying our design decisions on
the results of such analyses.

The presentations of Mr. Bonazzi, and Mr.
Brauns are given herebelow as the most attrac
tive contributions from this discussion Session.

Relation entre la prévision des performances et le
projet d'instrumentation

GEORGE POSI Coyne et Bellier, Bureau d‘lngénieurs Conseils,
Paris, France

DAFllUS BONAZZI, Coyne et Bellier, Bureau d'Ingénieurs
Conseils, Paris, France

Ce sujet conduit 5 examiner successivement
les domaines suivants: l'auscultation en tant
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que moyen de contr8le de la s§curitF, l'aide
fournie par l'auscultation pour 1'amilioration
des connaissances enfin, les limites rencontrées
en ce qui concerne la pr5vision des rupturea des
barreges en remblai.

C'est le premier r61e assigné H l'ausculta
tion que de permettre de s'assurer de la stabi
lité des ouvrages. On voit de nombreux cas, en
effet, ou la messure de tel ou tel paramFtre sur
un ouvrage permet d'apprécier la riaque dftermi
n5. Par exemple, le risque de glissement des
talus d'un barrage homogéne est d'autant plus
faible que les pressions interstitielles dans
les recharges sont plus faibles. De meme, des
mesures d'extensométrie permettent-elles d'éva
leur le risque de fissuration de zones fragiles,
des piézométres permettent de connaitre les
zones d'un remblai ou de sa fondation ou se
situent les plus forts gradients hydrauliques,
etc.

En plus des instruments répondant R ces
premieres nécessit5s, on Stend gén5ralement
l'objet de l'auscultation 5 la mesure de parame
tres non critiques permettant une description
plus large et plus complete du cadre dans
leaquels se déroulent les phénoménes Ftudiés.

En plus des instruments r5pondant H ces
premieres necessités, on Ftend gén5ralement
l'objet de l'auscultation A la mesure de paramF
tres non critiques permettant une description
plus large et plus complete du cadre dans
lesquels se déroulent les ph5nom5nes étudiis.

Il est frequent que, E l'ussge, les instru
ments mis en place dans un remblsi ou sa fonda
tion se révclent insuffisants, soit par leur
nombre, soit par leur implantation ou autre. Des
compléments sont alors ajoutés sur l'ouvrage en
cours de remplissage ou en service.

L'étude du comportement des remblais aux
élémenta finis, de plus en plus fréquente ces
dernieres années, améne 5 souhaiter connaitre
les valeurs de paramFtrea non lies 5 la sFcurit5
imm5d1ate mais de nature H faciliter le reppro
chement entre les calculs et le prototype.
L'objectif est la validation de la théorie,
notamment en ce qui concerne le chapitre de la
rhéologie des matEriaux de remblai.

Ces différenta objectifs conduisent 5 un
projet d'instrumentat1on unifié ou finalement
tous les appareils contribuent plus ou moins aux
diffirents objectifa recherchés.
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Implantation des appareils
Deux plana principaux sont g5nFralement

retenus en priorité, ce sont les plans verticaux
amont-aval central et transversal, ceci en
raison des analyses 3 deux dimensions qui y sont
souvent pratiquées. Les siries d'instruments
places le long des lignes continues, amont-aval
ou rive a rive ou verticales, prFsentent l'avan
tage de fournir le sens de variation des parami
tres 5tudi5s, gradient parfois aussi intiressant
que les valeurs absolues de mesures.

Mais les modiles H deux dimensions ne
suffisent pas dans certains ensembles trop
distordus.

Plages des mesurea
La privision fournit la plage des mesures

qu il faut Flargir suffisamment pour tenir
compte de la complexite des moyena employ5s et
meme des impossibilit5s rencontr5es pour tester
parfaitement les matériaux grossiers comme les
enrochements par example.

Paramétrea étudiéa
Outre les mesures classiques pratiqu5es

depuis des décennies, on eccorde aujord'hui
beaucoup d'int5rEt 3 la mesure des presaions
totales pratiquFe avec des appareils type virin
plat. Le but est la prFvision du risuqe de
fissuration. Les icueils de cette mesure sont:
le module élastique propre de l'appareil qui est
different de celui du remblai, les mstiriaux de
protection qu'il faut interposer entre un
remblai trop grossier et l'appareil, enfin les
rotations suaceptibles d'affecter le ou les
groupes de cellules au cours de la construction
et des tassements diffFrentiels qui en r5sul
tent.

Interrelation calcul-auscultation
Le calcul des remblais aux E.F. fait large

ment appel aux analyses en retour, c'est-R-dire
qu'il apparait nFcessaire de rFgler les paramc
tres au cours des premiares étapes de la cons
truction sur les premicres siries de mesurea en
provenance du prototype. Ainsi des paramitres
inaccessibles au laboratoire (matFriaux gros
siers) sont-ils Fvalu5s d'apr3s le comportement
du remblai lui-meme (sur l'ouvrage ou sur digue
d'essais\ et l'ensemble du processus de calcul
ayant 5tF valid5 aur les premiFres Stapes de la
construction (ou de la mise en eaul, les r5sul
tats 5 attendre de l'ouvrage achev§ (ou rempli)



peuvent €tre prfdits avec une meilleure preci
sion.

Ls prévision des ruptures des barrages
en remblai

Parmi celles qui se sont produites ces
dernires snnées, 11 en est plusleurs ou lfalerte
n'a pas Fté fournie par l'instrumentat1on mais
par l'observation visuelle (Baldwin Hill,
Fontenelle, Teton). L'explication de cette
insuffisante parait tenir au caractire al5atoire
de la localisation de défaillancea telles que
fissures et renards. Il faut pr5voir dans les
projets les palliatifs les plus complets 3 ce
type de d5fsillance. Les statistiques indiquent
que 402 des accidents de barrages en terre leur
sont imputables (Frosion interne 3 trvers le
remblai ou la fondation, fissuration hydrauli
que, aégrégationl.

15Z sont imputables aux glissements des
talus. Ceux-ci sont g5n5ralement dFcel5s par
l'apparition de fissures ou l'accroissement
rapide de la vitesse des deformations avec de
courts délais avant la rupture. L'interpr5ta
tion des deformations d'un barrage en terre
annonciatrices d'un glissement est trFa diffi
cile. ll y a un hiatus entre l'§valuation de la
sécurit5 par les mithodes d'€quilibres limites
qui ne prennent pas en compte les déformations
et les calculs de diformations par E.F. d'inter
pritation dificile.

Conclusion

L'instrumentation des barrages en terre
apporte des informations indispensables, mais
non suffisantes 5 elles seules, sur la s5curitF.
Des extensions de programme permettent de
réalimenter les calculs prcvisionnels avec des
valeurs certaines.

Les modcles mathimatiques futurs permettront
peut-Etre de privoir les ruptures. Les données
significatives 5 cet Egard ne sont pasencore
parfaitement connues.

ll faudrait qu'un effort soit fait sur le
plan international pour que cheque grand ouvrage
contribue, gréce 5 une description et une
identification suffissntes des matiriaux qui le
composent, R l'enrichissement d'une bib1iothFque
de donn5es décrivsnt les comportements, les
modeles rhéologiques utilises, les modFles de
calculs et les parsmetres significatifs retenus.

Summary of the contribution to discussion in Session
BA

J.BRAUNS, Dept. for Embankment Dam and Foundation
Engineering (Soil and Rook Mech. Institute), University of

Karlsruhe, FRG

In one of the prepared contributions to the
discussion the problem of detecting and locating
leakages through dams has been mentioned.
Reservoir dams in most cases are provided with
instruments to observe the seepage through the
structure and by this to detect possible leaks.
On the contrary, this is - due to obvious
reasons - in general not the case for the very
long dams along regulated rivers, navigation
canals and similar structures. Methods or
techniques to detect and locate leaks in such
structures can only be checked and investigated
in regard to their applicability and effecti
vity, if the hvdraulic conditions of seepage are
well known in the case studied. Since such
favourable conditions do never prevail in
practical cases, we have constructed a full size
model dike (3.5 m in height, nearly 15 m in
length) as shown in Fig. 1.

The dam has an upstream sealing blanket
which is provided with a large number of slot
-type leaks in several elevations (vide Fig. ll.
These leak openings can be operated (opened and
closed) under full reservoir conditions so as to
study the effect of leak extent and leak posi
tion on the resulting percolation. The dam body,
resting on a watertight membrane ("impervious
foundation") which also forms the "reservoiHH
is equipped with a large number of pressure

1"

Fig.1: Model dam to investigate leakage effects
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Fig. 2: Dam model in operation
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Fig. 3: Results of a test with a short leak in

the centre portion of the dam, little below
the reservoir level

gauges and other instruments to observe the
seepage through the dam.

The purpose and aim of the project is not
only to study the hydraulic problem of dam
percolation due to small leaks in dam seals but
also to investigate whether methods such as
thermographic (infrared) observation of the
downstream dam surface and geophysical (self-po
tential) measurements allow to gain reliable
hints in regard to
the dam body. This dam model is well suited to
answer the question of reliability and relevance
of such observation methods, because the hydrau
lic conditions can be strictly controlled and
monitored here. Fig. 2 shows the dam in opera
tion with the reservoir filled.
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the seepage processes inside

The work is under progress now and results
will be available at a later stage only. But at
least a first interesting hydraulic result may
be shown (Fig. 3).

The lines given show the phreatic line (or upper
boundary of the saturated portion) at three
different times after opening the leak, the one
marked with 50 h corresponding to the final
steady state condition.

It is intersting to regard the extent of dam
percolation in view of the following relative
figures:

2 . 0.8 m
Relative length of leak: l' = ----- IOZ

lb m

3 cm
Relative width of leak: d' = ----- 420

690 cm

Relative sectional 2.0.3.0.B m2area: A' =-*j 0.51014 . 6.9 m

As regards the leakage quantity, it proved
to be more than 50% of the seepage quantity
which had been observed with the same dam before
the upstream blanket has been placed. In view of
this, one is tempted to speak of a further
hydraulic paradox (which belongs into the same
frame of problems as earlier discussed by
A.Casagrande), and the importance of secondary
safety elements such as an effective toe drain
in dams with artificial sealings is very much
stressed by this experimental experience which
has also been supported by some theoretical
analysis.

In regard to a comment from the floor to the
above, it is to be pointed out that, as a matter
of fact, the extent of percolation of such a
homogeneous dam with a leaky seal is - above all
- a function of both the leak size and the
permeabiilty of the fill material: the coarser
the fill, the smaller the saturated portion of
the dam section.

The relative influence of the parameters
involved are studied in the investigation under
way in our institute.



Quality of predictions
Qualité des predictions

H.DENVEFI, M.Sc., Ph.D., Danish Geotechnical Institute,
Copenhagen, Denmark

Methods of settlement calculation or any pre
diction for that matter are frequently compared
with observations by plotting the two quanti
ties against each other. A typical plot of this
kind is shown in Fig. 1, where the calculated
-ettlement (s ) is plotted against the observed
settlement fs ). An exact prediction yields
points near a straight line with slope equal to
l. Although the diagram contains all necessary
information, it is not an easy matter to figure
out the scatter connected with the method. To
cope with the large scatter that is often en
countered, a conservative overprediction is
frequently incorporated in the procedure, in
stead of predicting a central value and supple
ment the method with a statistical measure of
the scatter.

Statistics performed on the natural logarithm
to the coefficient are more suitable, because
the values will usually have an almost normal
distribution. In Fig. 2 we assume that two
points (l and 2) are in symmetric positions
with respect to the line with slope l (the
solid one).

If s /s is denoted f and fx = b for point l
then‘%, % l/b for point 2. If a specific method
overpredicts the true quantities by a common
factor F, and the new points are called l' and
2' then:

fi = Pb => lnf§ = lnF + lnb
f; = F/b => lnfg = lnF - lnb

If we imagine the entire sample consists of
such pairs, the factor F can be derived from
the mean value m(lNsC/s ». Furthermore, thestandard deviation s(ln@ 9s » is independent of
F, and a measure of the iudlity of the method
(besides a common factor). If the scatter is
small, the standard deviation is approximately
equal to the variation coefficient (the stan
dard deviation divided by the mean value).

As an example data from a paper by D'Appolonia
et al. are plotted in histograms both against
s /s and ln(s /s ) in Fig. 3. The latter ap
pgarg as a normgl distribution with the well
known properties of the standard deviation. The
mean value of ln(s /s ) is zero, corresponding
to a central predfctfon, with a standard devi
ation of s(ln(sC/s0)) = 0.4. If there e.g. aresufficient data to calculate the correct normal
distribution for the population, then the prob
ability of a new obs. being less than l.5 times
the predicted value is P = 0.84.

m IAN nal
.HWII
.%!!E

Fig l Calculated settlement(sc)vs.observed
settlement (so) (not real data)

°1

so

A pair of points symmetric to the line
sc = so

Fig 2

|’\

ASYMMETRIC1° DISTRIBUTION5 I
I 'h`h._. 3,f,, / lu :__5 2°o ds to is zo as an
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m`s m Pmmam S

P-0.54

Fig 3 Data from: D'Appolonia et al. plotted in
histograms as functions of sc/so and
ln (sc/so)
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By using this technique, it is a general ex
perience that the methods of settlement calcu
lation frequently involves an overprediction up
to a factor of two, the scatter being usually
s(1dsc/so” = 0.4.
In many cases a central prediction is most use
ful, and if settlement calculation procedures
are supplemented with the above-mentioned stat
istics on 1n(sc/s ) the user may adjust hispredictions to a suitable degree of safety de
pending on his actual application.

REFERENCES

D'Appo1onia, D.J. et al. (1968). Settlement of
spread footings on sand. J.Soi1 Mech. and Fond.
Div. ASCE, Vol. 96, No. SM2.
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Summary Session BB: Excavation Support
Résumé Session 8B: Souténement des excavations

JOST A.STUDEFi, Dr., Partner GSS Consultants, Lecturer at
ETHZ, Zurich, Switzerland

INTRODUCTION

The design of excavation supports is based on
two classical requirements:
l. The excavation must remain stable during the

construction phase and the working life of
the structure.

2. The ground movements are within a specified
tolerance and are not a danger to the perfor
mance of existing adjacent structures.

Excavation support is possible using a variety
of systems:
* soldier piles with lagging
* sheet-pile walls
* contiguous bored (secant) pile walls
* Berlin type (intermittent bored pile) walls
* diaphragm (slurry) walls
The support derives from embedment and bracing
(or ground anchors, tiebacks). The use of an
chors has become widespread in the last two de
cades, while experience has been obtained with
a variety of soil and rock types. Another alter
native to braces is to construct the basement
floors as the excavation proceeds, a hole being
left in the slab for material disposal, a method
which is becoming quite popular due to the pos
sibility of reducing the overall construction
time and allowing an early partial use of the
upper floors.

BASIC REQUIREMENTS

Stability
Stability in this context means that there is an
adequate factor of safety to prevent lateral or
base failure of the soil mass.

Design to control stability involves devising a
support system which is able to resist the earth
pressure and thus bending moments exerted on it
as the excavation work proceeds. Earth pressure
developed are, greatly influenced by the stiff
ness of the support system, the problem being
one of soil-structure interaction. In the'tradi
tional simple limit equilibrium approach it is
assumed, analogous to rigid retaining wall cal
culations, that wall deformation is sufficient
to allow classical "active" and "passive" earth
pressures derived solely from plasticity theory

to apply or, in the case of braced and tied
back systems, empirical earth pressure diagrams
are employed according to soil type (Terzaghi &
Peck, 1968). In assessing the earth pressures
acting on the system the influence of ground
water must also be considered.

A further factor to be checked with regard to
stability is soil behaviour at the base of ex
cavation. Failure in clay cuts, in particular,
must be safeguarded against. Flow of groundwa
ter causing piping in the excavation area must
be prevented, usually requiring a dewatering
system.

Excavation supports depend on structural action
rather that self-weight (in contrast to gravity
retaining walls) for providing stability, e.g.
cantilever and anchored sheet-pile walls. Tra
ditionally, for the latter the free-earth and
the fixed-earth support methods are applied as
suming active and passive earth pressure dia
grams. Leaving aside the question of driveabi
lity the fixed-earth support method requires a
certain depth of embedment of wall but generally
leads to more economic design (Cornfield l975).
In passing, it should be mentioned that the ex
perience gained with retaining walls and sheet
pile walls which are backfilled is not necessa
rily transferable to modern slurry wall and se
cant pile wall systems.

Although the wall is flexible the earth pres
sures are assumed as input and an interactive
analysis is not carried out. The influence of
wall flexibility is to reduce the maximum ben
ding moment, as investigated by Rowe (1952). His
initial work related to wall behaviour under
working loads, while later work (Rowe, 1956)
dealt with conditions at failure. Corrections
for flexibility based on Rowe's researches have
been introduced into some codes. Reduction of
moments based on Tschebotarioff's (1973) method
have also been permitted.

Ground movements

Beside safeguarding persons and property against
collapse of the sides of the excavation, it is
also necessary to avoid damage to existing
buildings caused by unacceptable ground move
ments. Due to excavation there will be both la
teral and vertical deformations (sometimes
called ground loss) which are capable of
inducing damage in adjacent structures. The
amount of ground damage is related to the con
structional process. Some deformation occurs
during the preparation of the site, e.g. when
piles are pre-drilled, due to vibrations as
piles are driven, during the installation of
diaphragm walls using slurry support. This is
followed by that caused by the excavation work.
If a wall is firmly braced or tied back the de
formation takes the form of a bulge between the
supports. Added to this is the ground movement
due to rotation and translation of the wall.
Experience shows (O'Rourke, 1981) that the ratio
of inward wall deflection to vertical settlement
of the ground surface is in the range 0.6to 1.6,
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the lower value applying to very stiff supports.
But the amount of deformation, not only its
distribution, is important. Thus a reliable
estimate of deformations is particularly impor
tant as such excavations are made almost exclu
sively in built-up areas.

Observations (Peck, 1969) indicate that move
ments are greatest in soft-medium plastic clays.
However, despite the number of observational
case history studies, there is generally little
information available on the amount and distri
bution of ground movements, especially with re
gard to the more recent constructional methods
(e.g. slurry walls, secant pile walls). One fac
tor which appears to have a big influence on
design is the initial state of stress in the
ground characterized by the earth pressure coef
ficient at rest Ko (Potts & Fourie, 1984). If K0
is large (>l.0) high lateral stresses are re
leased, which have to be taken up by the support
system, if ground loss is to be avoided. The
stiffer the system and the greaterthe pre-stres
sing of the braces (tiebacks), the greater will
be the moments developed during the excavation
phase.

DEVELOPMENTS IN COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

As Peck (1969) stated: “There is urgent need for
reliable means to estimate the extent and nature
of the movements and disturbances associated
with each type of construction". This is still
true today. there is a wealth of experience on
the behaviour of retaining walls and sheet-pile
walls. In the case of slurry walls and secant
pile walls, however, there is still need for
improvement in design methods.

The estimation of ground movements caused by
deep excavations is still in the infancy stage.
Apart from empirical data, the tool employed
more and more today is the finite element
method. Today most calculations have been based
upon elastic ideal-plastic soil behaviour assu
ming validity of the associated rule of plasti
city. Although such calculations (e.g. Huder,
1976) give relatively good predictions of earth
pressure the nature and distribution of ground
movements seems to be inaccurate. Arslan,
Breth and Wanninger (1981) report on numerical
studies of tieback walls and conclude that pre
stressing the anchors is the dominant factor
for controlling deformations. Using a soil model
which better describes dilation (with a non
associated plasticity rule) they obtain a more
satisfactory picture concerning soil movements.
Potts and Burland (1983) have conducted numeri
cal studies for a cut-and-cover tunnel in over
consolidated clay. They conclude that the KO
value and the lateral soil stiffness are the
important factors, while dilation is secondary.
They also used an associated flow rule. This is
in contradiction to some other studies and per
haps is a reflection of the particular soil and
the particular soil model.

The situation regarding finite element calcula
tions appears to be unsatisfactory and there is
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a need for further studies to justify the use of
this somewhat complicated method as a practical
design tool. It should be noted that for reli
able calculations not only more complicated in
elastic soil models are required, but that if
such models are tobe properly applied the effort
required for site investigation and laboratory
tests also increases. For optimum results the
production of test data must be adjusted to the
calculation method. Thus due to the large cost
there is a need to develop reliable simplified
models.

One problem associated with the simple calcula
tion methods is that an earth pressure loading
diagram (linear, uniform, etc.) has to be
assumed introducing a degree of uncertainty into
the calculations. Further, the simple methods
are not capable of predicting deformations be
cause the soil mass is only considered in terms
of a loading diagram.

Some attempts have been made to apply the theory
of subgrade reaction - Winkler model - (Locher &
Detrey, 1976). This would appear to be an inter
mediate line of approach with some promise. It
would not be adequate for the 2-D prediction of
ground movements, but as a tool for preliminary
parametric studies of horizontal soil stiffness
and anchor pre-stressing (i.e. two of the most
important factors), it would be an improvement
on the simple method.

RESULTS OF THE SESSION

Panel discussion

The six panelists were showing exemplarily some
of the aforementioned problems. The abridged
versions are presented as written discussions of
this session.

Professor Bengt B. Broms (Singapore) showed case
studies of excavation problems in very soft
clays in Singapore and Malaysia, where the bot
tom of the excavation had to be stabilized.

Professor G. Wayne Clough (Virginia Polytechnic
Institute) gave data on ground settlements
caused by vibratory driving of sheet-piles in
sandy soils. He showed that significant settle
ments and lateral movements can be caused by
vibrations which meet traditional vibration to
lerance criteria (e.g. 25 mm/s). He showed that
especially in loose sands tolerable vibration
limits must be carefully assessed. Those limits
will be more stringent than traditional limits.

Professor D. O'Rourke (Cornell University)
showed the importance of not only looking on de
formation due to the excavation itself, but also
due to the construction of the excavation sup
port. He showed that about 40% of the deforma
tions are due to construction work in the pre
excavation phase (pre-drilling of piles, vibra
tory driving of piles, etc.).

Professor M. Fuchsberger (University of Graz)
presented a method of determing soil properties



in the depth of a diaphragm wall. These proper
ties can be used in a simple design method de
terming deformations and prestressing forces
For anchors. He also discussed the influence of
the compoundstiffness effect (wall stiffness
plus stiffness due to the adjacent soil) on
deformations of diaphragm walls.

Dr. L. Martak (Vienna) gave indications how to
establish funds to being put into the site in
vestigationfor having anoverall economic design
of the excavation support.

Professor Da Costa Nunes (Consultant, Rio de
Janeiro) gave a simplified method to calculate
a flexible excavation support.

Unsolved problems

Deep excavations are common construction prac
tice today. The panel and floor discussion
showed in spite of this fact that still some
unsolved problems are existing. The discussion
focused on the following points:
1. Collection of data on horizontal and verti

cal deformation caused by different excava
tion support systems. Not only deformations
during the excavation phase have to be con
sidered, but also those due to the prepara
tion of the site. Especially missing are data
of diaphragm and secant pile walls.

2. Development of methods establishing material
properties in the depth of the excavation
supports, which can be used in simplified
calculations (e.g. subgrade reaction method)
to determine deformation and pre-stressing of
anchors.

3. Development of simplified procedures of wor
king load condition for horizontal wall de
formations.

4. Detailed investigations on the influence or
the construction method on deformations and
wall loads. Evaluation of the influence of
initial stress conditions.

5. Comparision of finite element calculations,
traditional calculations and field data with
parametric studies including drainage/seepage
and groundwater condition.

6. Comparision of results of finite element cal
culation using different material laws:
elastic, elastoplastic, effect of dilatancy.

To develop more reliable and still economic de
sign procedures, it is necessary to have more
published results of carefully documented case
studies to check the reliability of the calcu
lation.
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Stability of deep excavations in soft clay
BENGT B.BFtOMS, Nanyang Technological Institute, Singapore

|.H.WONG, Nanyang Technological Institute, Singapore

The following dlscusslon ls concerned with the stabl
llty of anchored or strutted sheet plle walls with
respect to bottom heave. Bottom heave ls frequently a
problem durlng excavation in the deep soft marine clay
wlth a thickness of up to 35 m which are common ln
Southeast Asla. Failure by bottom heave often occurs
when the depth of an excavation exceeds 4 to 6 m due to
the low shear strength of the clay.

Different methods can be used to increase the stabl
llty. The passive earth pressure at the toe of a sheet
plle or a diaphragm wall can be increased for example.
with embankment piles drlven into the bottom of the
excavation as illustrated ln Fig 1. Cost comparisons
have indicated that slender 6 m long tlmber piles, so
called Bakau piles, with 100 mm dlameter are very eco
nomical. The costs of such piles are low in Southeast
Asia. costing 4 to 5 USU§{plle. The spacing of the
piles ls typically 0.4 to 0.6 ml Bakau piles are common
in Southeast Asla as support of single storey
bulldlngs. sewer llnes. and culverts constructed in
very soft clay. They can only be applied when the
ground water table ls close to the ground surface.
Otherwlse they will rot.

The function of the Bakau piles is illustrated ln
vig 2. Their effect on the stability is the same as an
increase of the unlt weight of the soil. The equiva
lent unlt weight can be evaluated from the equation :

ndpeff = " * "" ga' (1)
S

where d is the diameter of the piles (100 mm).ca is the
adhesion of the clay along the piles and s ls the
spacing of the piles. The adhesion is often taken as
0.0 cu for reinforced concrete or steel piles when the
undralned shear strength is less than 50 kPa. For
timber piles, the adhesion is normally equal to the
undralned shear strength determined by field vane tests
when Cuag 50 kPa. For 100 mm Bakau piles, the increase
of the unit weight of the soll ls 12.6 kN/m° at a pile
spacing of 0.5 m when the shear strength of the soil is
10 kPa. The corresponding increase ls 25.2 kN/m° when
the snear strength is 20 kPa. lt should oe observed
that the equivalent unlt weight of the soil ls reduced
along the lower half of the embankment piles since the
skln friction ls reversed. Then a reduced unlt weight
should be used in the calculation of the passive earth
pressure.

The stablllty of a 7.6 m deep excavation ln very soft
clay ln Malacca. Malaysia ls anlayzed ln Pig 3. The
sheet piles which are used to support the sides of the
excavation have been drlven down to 12 m depth. A
reduced shear strength cu_, (cu/FS) ls used ln the ana
lysls to take into account the variation of the shear
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strength that occurs in the fleld. A value on FS of
1.5 has been used. The reduced shear strength was l2
kPa down to 10 m depth. 18 kPa down to 13 m depth and
24 kPa below 13 m. lt has been assumed ln the analysis
that the net pressure acting on the part of the sheet
plle wall located below the bottom of the excavation ls
(Stu - Hp) where H is the depth of the excavation
(7.6 m)and p is the unit weight of the clay (16 kN/m’).
The stability factor with respect to bottom heave has
been taken as 6.0 which corresponds to that for a deep
infinitely long excavation (ujerrum and Eide. 1956;
Clough and Schmidt, 1931).

The total overburden pressure at the bottom of the
7.6 m deep excavation ls 122 kPa, which exceeds the net
passive resistance 6 cu (72 kPa) from the shear
strength of the clay. The Bakau piles which have been
driven into the clay at the toe of the sheet pile wall
lncrease the passive resistance. Thelr effect ls
equivalent to that of an increase of the unit welght of
the soll. At a spacing of 0.5 m, the equivalent unlt
weight of the soft clay ls increased by 15.1 kPa to
31.1 kN/m’ when the shear strength of the soll ls
12 kPa, by 22.6 kN/m° when the shear strength is lB kPa
and by 30.1 kN/m’ at 24 kPa. lt should be noted that
the embankment plles will reduce the equivalent unit
weight of the soll at the bottom of the sheet piles
where the skin friction changes from positive to nega
tive. This will occur below the center of the Bakau
piles because the shear strength of the soft clay
increases with depth.

lt can be seen from Fig 3 that the lateral resistance
provided by the Bakau piles ls not sufflclent with

Sheet pile wall Soft clay
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Fig. 3: Increase of the stability of a
deep cut using embankment piles

respect to the total overburden pressure (122 kPa) at
the bottom of the excavation down to 10 | depth and
that the sheet piles will be subjected to a net
pressure equal to the difference between the total
overburden pressure at the bottom of the excavation
(122 kPa) and the resistance (6 cu) provided by the
shear strength of the clay and the increase of the
equivalent unit weight of the clay caused by the
embankment piles. 'l'hls increase of the passive
resistance by the Bakau piles corresponds to the cross
hatched area ln Pig 3.

The difference between the total overburden pressure
(122 kPa) and the passive resistance of the clay had to
be transferred by the sheet piles by bending either
down to the toe below 10 m depth where the passlve
resistance of the clay and of the Hakau plles exceeds
the total overburden pressure or up to the bottom row
of struts.

The sheet piles and the struts supporting the 7.6 l
deep excavation in Malacca, Malaysia were designed to
resist the lateral earth pressure shown ln Hg 3. lt
was possible to complete the excavation successfully ln
July 1965 without excessive deformations of the sheet
piles or bottom heave uslng Bakau piles.
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Coefficient of subgrade reaction and soil/concrete
friction for diaphragm walls

MFUCHSBERGER, Panelist

In his introduction Dr.Studer referred to the
difference in the performance exhibited by
excavation supports with traditional methods and
diaphragm walls. There is relatively little in
formation available on the amount and distribution
of deformations of wall and adjacent ground for
this type of retaining structures.
whereas detailed investigations, interpretations
and documentations of slurry walls in clay sub
soils, especially the o.c. London clay, have been
covered very well by the British researchers,
such investigations in non-cohesive soils have
only been carried out in recent years, notably
in Europe.

Thorough site and laboratory investigations have
been made in many cases and allowed an elaborate
back analysis using F.E.M. Yet the discrepancy
between measured and calculated deformations are
evident. The reasons for this are the difficulties
in adequately modelling the stressstrain behaviour
of the soil. Furthermore the F.E.M. analysis is
not an easy to handle design tool by the practi
sing engineer. The simplified design approachusing
the method of subgrade reaction is stilla favorite
with many designers and one can get good con
formity with measured results for the horizontal
movements.

Contribution I
One of the difficulties in applying this method
is the adequate choice and determination of the
CoefficientofSubgrade Reaction, ks, as a measure
of soil resistance in respect of the increase
in soil deformation.

In a recent construction project for a hydro
electric power station in Austria by the Tauern
Kraftwerke AG a simple anchored diaphragm wall
was used to support the deep excavation of the
construction pit. The subsoil consistedexcluévly
Ofcohesiondesssand and gravel. Here, one of the
advantages of the diaphragm wall construction
technique, namely, the intimate contact between
soil and structure was utilized to devise a
method for establishing the horizontalcoeficient
of subgrade reaction, ksh.
One of the diaphragm wall panels with a depth of
over 25 m was instrumented at two positions with
hydraulic earth pressure cells. These cells con
sisted of a specially designed hydraulicly
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operated pressure plate, 800 mm in diameter and
20 mm thick, to allow a uniform pressure to be
exerted laterally onto the soil using the fully
embedded reinforced concrete wall as reaction
support.

One device consisted of a pressure plate with
9 hydraulic pistons equally distributed over the
circular area (Fig. 1). The pistons were operated
and controlled from the surface. The deflection
of the plate relative to the wall was measured
by electric displacement transducers.
This test can be considered to be equivalent to a
horizontal plate bearing test which probes the
"soil deformation modulus"-Ev and "modulus of
subgrade reaction"-ksh.
The advantage of the above described method of
kgh evaluation is apparent. The test can be
carried out before excavation on a test panel or
production panel at a minimum additional
disturbance of the soil, at various levels
below ground and the result will reflect closely
the true soil parameter required for the
calculations.

In fact it turns out that by using this horizon
tal modulus k in the calculation the defor
mation coinsiags better with the measured values
than the ks derived from lab tests or standard
plate bearing tests carried out near the surface.

Contribution II
A point regarding the influence of the roughness
of the soil/concrete interface in granular sub
soil. The diaphragm technique of constructing a
wall in the ground achieves on intimate contact
between soil and concrete.

Different assumptions for the allowable angle of
wall friction for diaphragm walls in non-cohesive
or mixed soils are used according to local or
national engineering practice. Commonlyassumed
angles are: J = 1% ; 2% and %Y._
In some countries (mainly in Italy, Switzerland
and England) prestressed diaphragm walls have



become in many cases good practice for supporting
deep excavations. Unfortunately, for this type
of wall not enough performance measurements are
available to date. But where such deformation
measurements with subsequent "backlanalysis" has
been carried out a significant discrepancy
between measured and calculated deformations
have become apparent (Fig.2).

The prestressing of the concrete wall in the
fully embedded condition, especially in the free
cantilever design mode, exerts a pressure against
the soil-face on excavation. In this case the
discrepancy between measured and calculated
results can be explained by a sort of "compound"
behaviour between concrete and soil in compression.
This can also be modelled as an increase in
"effective width" of the concrete section.
More information, measurements and back analysis
of ground support by diaphragm walls are nedded
to varify and quantisize this phenomenon.
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Discussion Session 8C: Foundations

Implementation and relevance of new developments
in analysis and theory in design practice

lntérét et implementation des récents progres en
analyse et théorie de la pratique du dimensionnement
J.S.STEENFELI Assoc. Professor of Civil Engineering, Technical

University ot Denmark, Copenhagen, Denmark

SYNOPSIS The new developments in comparison and
prediction of foundations are predominantly an
increasing use ot in-situ methods for determina
tion of soil parameters, and finite elements or
similar powerful numerical techniques for the
analyses. nowever,]udged from the papers submit
ted to this session, there is a strong need for
evaluation and calibration of applied empirical
procedures and rigorous sensitivity analyses of
soil parameters. eeneral guidelines and proce
dures for obtaining ann selecting soil parameters
and parameter distributions are very much needed.

REVIEW OF PAPERS

Despite the relatively large number of papers
submitted to this session (29 compared with an
average of 16) the state-of-the-art has not
been improved as a considerable number of the
papers belong to the rapidly growing class of
literature pollution.
However, it may prove useful to briefly catego
rize the papers to see if any trends pointing
to the future emerges.

In Figure l the papers have been classified by
three main items:

- main structure or construction
- main item for performance record
- type of prediction offered.

The main emphasis in the papers has clearly
been on embankments and footings but with a
wide range of the extent of prediction and per
formance. In terms of a single parameter, ver
tical settlement is obviously dominant combined
with associated bearing capacity.

Being liberal half of the papers can be con
sidered case histories. This is in general
terms the type of paper previous General Re
porters, Theme Lecturers and conference organizers have cried for and which the organizers
of this conference have considered of utmost
interest.
This is clearly in keeping with Terzaghl
(1936) : 'Our theories will be superseded by
better ones, but the result of conscientious
observations in the field will remain a perma
nent asset of inestimable value to our pro
fession..” However type B and C are the major
ity (cf Fig. l) and as pointed out by Lambe
(1973), “one must be suspicious when an author
uses type C predictions to prove that any pre
diction technique ls correct".

DISCUSSION THEME

In order to see if indeed the theories and
techniques have been superseded by better ones
the discussion theme was chosen as =
'Implementation and relevance of new develop
ments in analysis and theory in design prac
tice".

The developments, even after the Stockholm con
ference have been very strongly influenced by
the break-through in electronics with the
numerous 'spin-offs” from the space program and
the North Sea oil exploration. The develop
nents of

- miniature (and portable) computers
- more powerful main frame computers
- in-situ testing techniques
- automated data logging
- transducers and penetrometers

form the basis for better predictions and per
formance control with considerable savings in
time and money together with the benefits from
easier, safer and much more versatile tests and
analyses.

TEE GEOTECHNICAL DECISION PROCESS

Based on the review of papers to this session
in particular, and to other conferences and
journals in general, it was felt that vali
dation and relevance of new developments might
be better assessed by a review of the compo
nents in the geotechnical decision process.

TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION PERFORMANCE RECORD TYPE OF PREDICTION

0 embankmants, llll etc (5) . ienlomsms (22) A bam" consuucnon (B)o raft foundation or dam ey (hu "memonolltlc structure (B) ‘ P°°'|"‘9 °°P°°|fY (5)
_ "emma 'ooungn (2) O om" (2) B during conatructlon (3)

data,lnHla|phaso
- speed foqllnga,

png, |°a¢|,-,Q ge" (7) case hlstorlea (15) C after avant (10)o other (5)
Fig. l Classification of papers to discussion session BC - Foundations
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Fig. 2 The geotechnical decision process

As shown schematically in Figure 2 the design
result or decision depends on the input in
terms of loads, material parameters, safety re
quirements and calculation models and pro
cedures.

The design result may alternatively be looked
at as a prediction which can be of type A, B or
C depending on the chronology of the data (here
especially the material parameters) forming the
base for the prediction. With time new input
due to reassessed parameters may shift the pre
diction down from A (data before construction)
to C (after the event).

Relevance of the prediction depends on the com
ponents in the design process and to validate
these sufficient and identifiable information
must be available as examplified in Figure 3.

The benefit from comparison between prediction
and perform-ance is further hampered by

- delays or changes of construction sequence
- start of recording after start of con

struction
- movement or loss of bench marks
- lack of interaction between owner,con

tractor and consultant.

Fig. 3 Factors influencing validation and
relevance of prediction

The last item may play a very very important
role in the overall assessment. It is unfortu
nate that little or no attention is paid to
this aspect in the papers.

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT

To illustrate some of the points made about the
decision process, consider one of two numerical
experiments conducted by Ovesen (1984) at the
latest Scandinavian Geotechnical Conference.
Colleagues from four Nordic countries were
asked to design a square concrete footing for
the chimney shown in Figure 4, i.e. to find the
footing area B x B and the concrete dimensions
for the soil parameters given in Figure 5.
Characteristic wind loads in accord with the
different rules in the four countries are shown
in Figure 6. It is noticeable that there is a
40-50 3 difference between the smallest (Nor
way) and largest (Finland) values of the re
sulting horizontal load and moment at ground
level.

The material parameters were chosen rather dif
ferently as shown in Figure 7. Sweden and Den
mark design in the undrained state using the
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Fig. 4 Design experiment : square footing for
steel chimney (after Ovesen, 1984)
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Fig. 5 Available information about soil con
ditions (after Ovesen, 1984)

field vane strength as undrained shear
strength. Although Norway finds that the na
ture of the loading invite an undrained analy
sis, it is argued that the field vane strenth
gives unreliable results in the particular soil
and hence an undrained effective stress analy
sis may be applied. A possible stress path to
failure could lead to Au~0 and this is conse
quently used in the design. A similar line of
thought is in keeping with Finnish tradition
anddconsequently the drained parameters wereuse .
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Fig. 7 Characteristic material parameters
(after Ovesen, 1984)

Figure 8 indicate the selected factors of
safety. Finland uses a total factor of safety
Ftot=2 but indicate alternative values of par
tial coefficients. Although Sweden, Norway and



the four countries the design results are rea
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Fig. B Safety factors adopted for design Fig. 9 Calculation procedure applied
(after Ovesen, 1984)

Denmark all base design on the concept of par
tial factors of safety (partial coefficients)
the values of the coefficients on selfweight
yg, windload yq and soil strength 10, yc are
different. Most notable is the Swedish use of
1g=0.B (as selfweight is stabilizing here) and
especiably 1c=1.0, the partial coefficient on
the undrained shear strength which, however, is
linked with the applied version of the bearing
capacity formula (see Fig. 9).

In all four countries the calculation procedure
is based on variations of the well known bear
ing capacity formula, using drained versions in
Finland and Norway and undrained versions in
Sweden and Denmark (Fig. 9). All use the ef
fective width concept, with the load acting
centrally over the reduced width be, but the
shape. depth- and inclination factors are not
the same.

In the Swedish formula a partial coefficient of
1c=3 is apparently inherent as a bearing capac
ity factor of Nc=l.7, i.e. one third of the
normal value Nc=n+2, is used.

Based on the soil properties the settlement is
in all four countries estimated to be of the
order of a few mm and therefore neglected. The
values 500 and 1000 kN/m‘ are maximum permiss
ible values of bearing capacity in Sweden and
Denmark unless more detailed investigation and
analysis are carried out.

The design results, effective width be, total
width B and concrete dimensions, are summarized
in Figure 10. Despite the different input in

(after Ovesen, 1984)

sonably close, although a somewhat larger foot
ing results in Sweden. fed and fyd are the de
sign values of yield stress for concrete and
steel reinforcement.

Finally the main differences in the design com
ponents are highlighted in Figure ll. The de
cisive parameter for the footing area is here
the excentricity of the load on the footing.
Thus the factor of safety on selfweight 1g=0.B
combined with a relatively high wind load is
the main reason that the Swedish tradition lead
to somewhat larger dimensions of the footing.

The lesson to be learned from the numerical ex
periment is that the different components in
the decision process are interrelated and de
veloped in the light of different traditions.
In fairness even other combinations could have
resulted had different people been asked to do
the design. Considering the noticeable differ
ences in the example in the light of the rela
tive uniformity of education etc. in the Scan
dinavian countries it would thus be fool hardy
in general to implement changes in established
design procedures without very careful con
sideration of the over all process. New devel
opments in theory, analysis and testing pro
cedures should be viewed in this light.

ARE DEVEOPMENTS FUTILE?

Returning now to the theme of the discussion
session, validation and implementation of new
developments depend heavily on well documented
case histories. To ensure success in this re
spect papers describing the comparison must
address or include the following points :
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Fig. 10 Design result for chimney foundation
(after Ovesen, 1984)

- a brief review of previous contributions
for the same topic

- a justification for and a description of
the simplification of the soil profile

- variation in soil properties
- basis for parameter selection

- applied test types and procedures

- usage of international symbols and units
- identification of mechanisms involved

- good portrayal of field and laboratory
data

- use of statistics in portrayal of results.
In contrast papers are less useful to useless
when suffering from

- missing start of performance record or
loss of data (electronic or mechanical
faults)

- missing or non-systematized criteria for
failure or intolerable settlements

- uncritical use of global correlations

- uncritical extrapolation of regional
experience.

In reviewing failures or near-failures it seems
that a majority occur due to :

- existence of weaker layer(s) with high
settlement potential
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Fig. ll Summary of decision process for chim
ney foundation (after Ovesen, 1984)

- existence and neglection of unfavourable
water pressures

- misunderstanding or oversight of mechan
isms involved

- conditions during construction.

In summary the question suggests itself whether
the new developments in analysis and theory re
flected in the papers are indeed futile? Or
one could rephrase the suggested discussion
theme as :

- DO WE MODEL PROBLEMS WE NEED '10 SOLVE
Ol'

- DO WE SOLVE PROBLEMS WE ARE ABLE 'I’O MODEL?

ORAL DI SCUSSION

In the discussion session three invited
speakers were asked to elucidate various
aspects of the new developments.

K. H. Andersen (NGI, Norway) adressed the
question : “Has the extensive use of instrumen
tation of the gravity platforms in the North
Sea manifested itself by implementation of new
analyses and techniques in design practice?"It was concluded that the instrumentation
proved very useful in checking design pro
cedures with the obvious limitation that the
design loads may not occur during the period of
performance control. However, the design pro
cedures could be calibrated for the smaller
loads. As far as new analyses were concerned
it was agreed that new more sophisticated
methods relying heavily on powerful computers
have to be checked against simpler methods and
sound engineering judgement.



In view of the increasing accessibility of
finite element calculations and similar power
ful numerical techniques J. Salencon (ENCP,
France) looked at the future of elastic, elas
to-plastic and yield design calculations.
He concluded that finite element computations
would probably find increasing usage in the two
first categories but not in yield design. The
complexity of finite element calculations with
easy use of a large number of parameters calls
for caution in parameter selection and necessi
tate sensitivity analyses.
Finally B. Hansen (TUD, Denmark) demonstrated
the pitfalls of parameter interpretation in
design of footings in sand using the theory of
plasticity. He endorsed the discussion leaders
caution against change of isolated elements in
design procedures scaled by experience.

The floor discussion was not as lively as one
could have hoped for. Future organizers may
consider circulation of prepared discussion
synopses (f.inst. by discussion leaders) to
participants prior to the conference to pro
mote debate on some issues where all partici
pants have an equal opportunity to participate.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

Judged from the papers submitted to the sessionand the discussion it is evident that the
screening procedures applied by the National
Societies are inadequate. This in conjunction
with the restgicted space alotted to the aver
age paper is a major obstacle to presentation
of the hard needed well documented case hi
stories.

The new developments are predominantly an in
creasing use of in-situ methods for determina
tion of soil parameters and finite element or
similar numerical techniques for the analyses.
However, the implementation and relevance of
the new developments are still open to dis
cussion.

There is a need for evaluation of the diver
sified empirical procedures connected with the
in-situ tests and a rigorous sensitivity analy
sis of parameters used as input in the finite
element computations. Otherwise the old and
simple methods will prevail and prevent the
profession from benefitting from the opportun
ities offered by the new developments.
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